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Abstract. In this paper, we examine archaeological bird remains from Klaipėda Castle (Ger. Memel), western Lithuania. 
The castle was built in 1252, and during the Middle Ages, it was the northernmost castle of the Teutonic Order in Prussia. 
The castle together with its adjacent town were subjected to wars and changing political situations over the centuries, but 
nevertheless represented a socially higher status. The studied bird remains were found during the excavations in 2016 and 
have been dated by context to the Middle Ages – from the end of the 13th to the beginning of the 14th century. Our aim is to 
introduce and discuss the bird remains with an emphasis on two species – the white-tailed sea-eagle (Haliaeetus albicilla) 
and golden eagle (Aquila chrysaetos). Most of all, we are interested in their role in expressing people’s social status, use 
in material culture, and significance as a food source. Our analysis showed that in Klaipėda, the eagles were probably used 
for raw material and possibly for feathers, but not for hawking and food. Alternatively, they could have been killed for 
scavenging. Other species identified in the assemblage such as chicken (Gallus gallus domesticus), grey partridge (Perdix 
perdix), geese (Anser sp.), ducks (Anatinae), and great cormorant (Phalacrocorax carbo) were mainly interpreted as food 
waste. This article presents the first concentrated study on bird remains from Klaipėda and is one of the first discussions 
about the meaning of eagles in the Baltic region.
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Erelių reikšmė Baltijos regione.  
Vokiečių ordino pilies Klaipėdoje atvejis (XIII–XIV a.) 
Anotacija. Šiame straipsnyje yra analizuojamos Klaipėdos pilyje rastos paukščių liekanos. Pilis čia pastatyta 1252 m. ir 
viduramžiais buvo šiauriausia Prūsijoje įsikūrusio Vokiečių ordino tvirtovė. Nors pilis ir aplink ją augantis miestas ne vieną 
šimtmetį kentėjo nuo karų ir kitų negandų, joje aptikti radiniai atskleidžia aukštą pilies gyventojų socialinį statusą. Tirti ir 
šioje publikacijoje pristatomi paukščių kaulai yra datuojami XIII a. pabaiga–XIV a. pradžia. Nors straipsnyje aptariamos 
visų pilyje rastų paukščių liekanos, daugiausia dėmesio skiriama dviem erelių rūšims – jūriniam (Haliaeetus albicilla) ir 
kilniajam (Aquila chrysaetos). Šiame straipsnyje pabandėme atsakyti į klausimus, kaip ereliai siejasi su socialiniu statusu, 
kaip ir kam jie naudoti, ar pilyje šie paukščiai galėjo būti valgomi. Atlikti tyrimai atskleidė, kad Klaipėdoje ereliai greičiausiai 
buvo laikomi dėl nagų ir plunksnų, o ne kaip medžiokliniai paukščiai ar maistui. Gali būti, kad jie sumedžioti tiesiog 
kaip kenkiantys plėšrūnai. Kitų Klaipėdos pilyje aptiktų paukščių – vištos (Gallus gallus domesticus), kurapkos (Perdix 
perdix), tikrųjų žąsų genties (Anser sp.) ir antinių šeimos (Anatinae) paukščių bei didžiojo kormorano (Phalacrocorax 
carbo) – liekanas galima interpretuoti kaip maisto atliekas. Šis straipsnis yra pirmoji Klaipėdoje rastiems paukščiams skirta 
publikacija ir vienas iš pirmųjų svarstymų apie erelių reikšmę Baltijos regione.
Reikšminiai žodžiai: ereliai, Baltijos regionas, paukščių liekanos, Klaipėdos pilis, viduramžių, zooarcheologija.
Introduction
The history of the Klaipėda Castle
Klaipėda (Ger. Memel) is located in western part of modern Lithuania (Fig. 1). Klaipėda Castle was built in 1252 
by the Livonian Order and in 1328 was passed over to the Teutonic Order, which made it the Order’s northern-
most castle in Prussia (Žulkus, 2002, p. 7; Žulkus and Daugnora, 2009, p. 74). 
Fig. 1. The location of Klaipėda and the excavation area in the Klaipėda Castle in 2016. The studied bird bones were found 
in the 13th–14th century layer. Map data: Snazzy Maps and Google, Maxar Technologies. Drawing by Freydis Ehrlich and 
Miglė Urbonaitė-Ubė.
1 pav. Klaipėdos pilies ir 2016 m. čia vykdytų archeologinių tyrimų situacijos planas. Paukščių kaulai rasti XIII–XIV a. sluoks-
niuose (žemėlapio duomenys: „Snazzy Maps“ ir „Google“, „Maxar Technologies“, F. Ehrlich ir M. Urbonaitės-Ubės pav.)
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Around the same time as the castle, a small town was built nearby. The town and the castle integrated each 
other, because the town was also under the control of the knights and provided them with all necessary goods, 
food, and equipment (Žulkus, 2002, p. 29). The political intention for Klaipėda was to make it a regional centre 
with a cathedral and bishop’s residence (Ubis, 2018, p. 170). Subsequently, in 1257–1258, Klaipėda was granted 
Lübeck city rights (Kisielienė et al., 2012, p. 1004–1005), but at the end of the 13th century, a further urban 
and economic development and political plans failed. The main reasons were the wars with local Curonians, 
Samogitians, and Lithuanians; additionally, the country was ravaged by mutual marches between the Order and 
Grand Duchy of Lithuania (Žulkus and Daugnora, 2009, p. 75). Between 1255–1472, the castle was attacked 
almost every ten years (Žulkus and Daugnora, 2009, p. 77). Therefore, until the mid-15th century, its economic 
power weakened, and Klaipėda’s inhabitants are known to have supplied food and other items over the southern 
Baltic shores (Žulkus and Daugnora, 2009, p. 75). Regardless of the attacks and need to foray, the inhabitants 
in Klaipėda lived equally well compared to other medieval western European towns as evidenced by artefacts 
found from the site. 
Due to wars and changing political situations, the town remained small and united with the castle until the 
15th/16th century, when it was moved to the territory of today’s old town of Klaipėda (Žulkus, 2002, p. 29). 
Therefore, the Klaipėda Castle area we know today actually includes both the castle and the first phase of the 
medieval town and this is also the context of the current study (hereafter referred to as castle).
Faunal remains from the 2016 excavations
The history of the Klaipėda Castle has been studied by extensive archaeological excavations since 1968 and the 
fieldwork is still ongoing (Zabiela, 2019, p. 8, 11). The faunal material discussed in this paper was excavated in 
2016 in the northern part of the castle. In total, 1598.5 square meters were excavated and late 13th to early 16th 
century structures uncovered (Zabiela, 2017, p. 42, 83; Zabiela et al., 2017, p. 185). The most significant finds 
of wooden buildings, platforms, and a well came from late 13th to early 14th century layers (Zabiela, 2017, p. 42, 
57). These structures can be associated with the town part of the castle area, and therefore, with the early settlers 
of Klaipėda (Ubis, 2018, p. 170). Prior this fieldwork only fragments of 13th–14th century structures had been 
uncovered and this was the first time when a more detailed analysis of medieval structures and artefacts could 
be done.
In total, 2439 mammal, 439 fish, and 75 bird remains were found in the same layers of the 13th to early 14th 
century, dated by stratigraphy and artefacts (Table 1; Zabiela et al., 2017, p. 184–185). Of the mammal remains, 
93% belonged to domestic and 7% to wild animals. The proportion of wild animals was higher than in other 
medieval sites and towns in Lithuania, but quite typical for residency of a higher social status, where the remains 
of game are usually abundant (Piličiauskienė and Blaževičius, 2018, p. 47–48). Among the fish bones, almost 
all were those of freshwater species that are known to have been preferred by the nobles in the Grand Duchy 
of Lithuania from the 14th to 17th century (Piličiauskienė, Blaževičius, 2019). Additionally, two cod (Gadus 
morhua) specimens were found, probably of nonlocal origin based on their size (see Orton et al., 2011) – in this 
case these are the first remains of medieval marine fish in the territory of modern Lithuania. 
The size of the analysed bird bone sample was relatively small – 75 bones (2.5% of all zooarchaeological ma-
terial), but bird bones from Klaipėda in general are very scarce. In previous research, only around 40 specimens 
and three taxa (chicken, goose, duck) from various temporal contexts have been briefly mentioned (Bilskienė 
and Daugnora, 2001a; Masiulienė, 2009). There could be two possible reasons behind the small number of birds. 
First of all, the sample size could be biased due to the excavation method, where osteological material was 
collected only by hand. However, the collection seems to have been careful, because many small specimens, 
including fish bones were recovered. The second reason for the small number of bird remains could lie in the 
past consumption patterns – namely, birds seem not to have been a significant part of the diet during the Middle 
Ages in Lithuania. Overall, the 2.5% of bird bones, as we see in the analysed assemblage from Klaipėda, are 
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quite normal for Lithuanian faunal material. In the Grand Duchy of Lithuania, birds were quite expensive food, 
and peasants consumed fowl rarely (Dambrauskaitė, 2018; 2019, p. 156–159; Laužikas, 2014). Usually birds 
form around 1% of the medieval zooarchaeological assemblages from towns and settlements and around 3–5% 
in high status sites like manors and castles (Rumbutis et al., 2018, p. 108–109). As a comparison, in the 13th to 
mid-14th century Vilnius Lower Castle, 1.8% of the zooarchaeological material were birds, and by the mid-16th 
and 17th century, their proportion had increased to 8.2% (Piličiauskienė and Blaževičius, 2018, tab. 1). Similar 
Table 1. Taxonomic distribution of animal remains from the Klaipėda Castle (no collection ID given). NISP – number of 
identified specimens. For details of the identified bird taxa, see Table 2.
1 lentelė. Klaipėdos pilyje rastų gyvūnų kaulų rūšinis pasiskirstymas. NISP – identifikuotų kaulų skaičius. Išsamesni duome-
nys apie identifikuotus paukščius pateikti 2 lentelėje
Group Taxon NISP
No. of sp. %
Mammals Cattle (Bos taurus) 712 24,1
(total NISP=2439) Sheep (Ovis aries) 14 0,5
 Goat (Capra hircus) 20 0,7
 Sheep/goat (Ovis aries/Capra hircus) 73 2,5
 Pig (Sus domesticus) 428 14,5
 Horse (Equus caballus) 87 2,9
 Dog (Canis familiaris) 10 0,3
 Cat (Felis catus) 8 0,3
 European bison (Bison bonasus) 1 0,0
 Elk (Alces alces) 63 2,1
 Red deer (Cervus elaphus) 3 0,1
 Roe deer (Capreolus capreolus) 11 0,4
 Wild boar (Sus scrofa) 11 0,4
 Brown bear (Ursus arctos) 2 0,1
 Eurasian beaver (Castor fiber) 6 0,2
 Hare (Lepus timidus/Lepus europaeus) 1 0,0
 Pine marten (Martes martes) 1 0,0
 Small rodent (Rodentia) 7 0,2
 Grey seal (Halichoerus grypus) 3 0,1
 Undetermined mammals 978 33,1
Fish Cod (Gadus morhua) 2 0,1
(total NISP=439) Pike (Esox lucius) 12 0,4
 Zander (Sander lucioperca) 138 4,7
 Perch (Perca fluviatilis) 5 0,2
 Wels catfish (Silurus glanis) 6 0,2
 Atlantic sturgeon (Acipenser oxyrinchus oxyrinchus) 3 0,1
 Cyprinids (Cyprinidae) 93 3,1
 Bream (Abramis brama) 79 2,7
 Roach (Rutilus rutilus) 26 0,9
 Asp (Leuciscus aspius) 1 0,0
 Undetermined fish 74 2,5
Birds  75 2,5
 TOTAL: 2953 100
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trend of increasing fowl consumption throughout the Middle Ages and Early Modern Period can be seen in other 
Lithuanian sites (e.g. Rumbutis et al., 2018, p. 108–109; Piličiauskienė, unpublished data) and also in Poland 
(Makowiecki, 2009; Makowiecki et al., 2013; Dembińska, 1999). 
Importance and aims of the study
Although based on small numbers, an elaborated analysis of Klaipėda material significantly complements the 
information about the lifestyle of the castle inhabitants and the overall usage and meaning of birds during the 
study period. New qualitative data is important not only for the history studies of Klaipėda and Lithuania, but in 
a much broader sense, because bird remains in the Baltic region have been studied only in small extent (as dis-
cussed in Rumbutis et al., 2018, p. 104, 108; Maldre et al., 2018, p. 1229; Ehrlich et al., 2020). In the three Baltic 
countries – Lithuania, Latvia, and Estonia – there is a considerable amount of bird bones stored in the osteologi-
cal collections, but they are usually not analysed in detail and are only briefly mentioned in the publications. 
In Lithuania, only few papers focus solely on bird bones (e.g. Bilskienė and Daugnora, 2000; 2001a; 2001b; 
Daugnora et al., 2002; Blaževičius et al., 2012; Blaževičius and Kalėjienė, 2014; Rumbutis et al., 2018), and 
in some cases, bird bones have been added to a broader scientific analysis (e.g. Stančikaite et al., 2009) or only 
briefly mentioned (e.g. Masiulienė, 2009; Žulkus and Daugnora, 2009). In Latvia and Estonia, few detailed stud-
ies have been conducted (e.g. Mannermaa and Lõugas, 2005; Mannermaa, 2013; Maltby et al., 2019). In Estonia, 
where the overall number of bird studies has been increasing, the meaning and usage of eagles in archaeological 
context have also been discussed by Maldre et al. (2018) and shortly by Jonuks and Rannamäe (2018).
With this paper we contribute to the research of archaeological bird remains in the Baltic region by introduc-
ing one specific assemblage from the Klaipėda Castle in Lithuania. The analysed bones come from a narrow 
time frame from the end of the 13th to the beginning of the 14th century, that is, from the beginning of the Middle 
Ages. There were altogether 75 bird bones in the analysed assemblage, which is too little to discuss the overall 
proportion and diversity of the utilised bird species in that time period. However, the assemblage is exceptional, 
because it consists several eagle bones with clear indications of human use and thus presents an excellent pos-
sibility to look into the role of eagles in human–bird interaction. Therefore, the main aim of this paper is to 
discuss the complex meaning of eagles in the Baltic region during the Middle Ages, and to compare them to 
the preceding and following periods of the Late Iron Age and Early Modern Period in order to provide a better 
understanding of how the relationship between the people and eagles has developed in the past.
Material and methods
In total, 75 bird bones and bone fragments were studied. The identifications were based on morphology, using 
the reference collections of the Department of Archaeology and the Natural History Museum at the University 
of Tartu, Estonia, and a personal reference collection of Ülo Väli (Estonian University of Life Sciences). Mor-
phologically very similar species were distinguished with the help of handbooks (Kraft, 1972; Bocheński and 
Tomek, 2009; Tomek and Bocheński, 2009). Geese bones were identified as Anser sp. and ducks were recorded 
as Anatinae – both groups include wild and potentially domestic species, because in their morphology and size 
they are almost indistinguishable. Additionally, cut marks were registered and traumas noted. For galliforms, sex 
was identified based on medullary bone for females and presence of spurs (usually) for males (for more detail, 
see Ehrlich et al., 2020). Measurements were taken after standards by von den Driesch (1976).
The results are presented as the total number of identified specimens (NISP), which includes both complete 
and fragmented bones, and the minimum number of individuals (MNI), which includes bones identified to spe-
cies. The material is stored in the zooarchaeological collections of Vilnius University.
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Results and discussion
Overview of the birds in the Klaipėda Castle
The bird bone assemblage from medieval Klaipėda included several species (Table 2; Table 3; Fig. 2). Most of 
them belonged to the orders galliforms and anseriforms and one individual to the order pelecaniforms. Interest-
ingly, the material revealed a relatively large proportion of eagles in the order accipitriforms, who are the focus 
of this study and will be discussed in length below. Few specimens remained unidentified.
Chicken
Chicken (Gallus gallus domesticus) was the most numerous taxon in the 13th to mid-14th century Klaipėda Cas-
tle. In medieval Lithuania chicken was the most commonly eaten bird (e.g. Rumbutis et al., 2018, p. 115, tab. 7; 
Blaževičius et al., 2012, p. 316), but for Klaipėda it was previously thought that chicken breeding there became 
common only by the mid-16th century (Masiulienė, 2009, p. 102). Few juvenile bones among the analysed speci-
mens even indicate on-site chicken husbandry. Breeding chicken in the castles was in general not exceptional: 
parallels are known, for example, from the medieval castles of Karksi in Estonia and Āraiši in Latvia, both with 
a considerable number of young chicken remains (Maltby et al., 2019, p. 156). In Klaipėda, the main reason for 
breeding chicken was most probably meat production, evidenced with cut marks on the bones from the meatier 
parts of the bird. Nevertheless, bones without cut marks were also likely food leftovers, since birds could have 
been cooked whole (Corbino and Albarella, 2019, p. 453). Even though no direct evidence such as egg shells 
were recorded, eggs were probably consumed as well. Three medullary chicken bones showed that egg-laying 
hens were present.
Table 2. The analysed bird taxa from the Klaipėda Castle. NISP – number of identified specimens; MNI – minimum number 
of individuals. Sex: F – female, M – male. Cut and gnaw marks, juveniles, and pathologies are presented as NISP.
2 lentelė. Klaipėdos pilyje rastų paukščių rūšinė sudėtis. NISP – identifikuotų kaulų skaičius; MNI – minimalus individų 
skaičius. Lytis – F – patelė, M – patinas. Kapojimo ir graužimo žymės, jauniklių skaičius bei patologijos nurodytos 
skaičiuojant identifikuotų kaulų skaičių
Taxon
NISP
MNI Sex Cut marks
Gnaw 
marks Juveniles PathologiesNo. of sp. %
Goose (Anser sp.) 6 8 1      
Ducks (Anatinae) 2 3 1  1    
Unidentified anseriforms 5 7     2  
Domestic chicken (Gallus 
gallus domesticus) 24 32 5 3 F, 2 M 6 1 2
 
Grey partridge (Perdix perdix) 2 3 1      
Unidentified galliforms 10 13  1 F 2  2  
Great cormorant 
(Phalacrocorax carbo) 1 1 1
 1    
White-tailed sea-eagle 
(Haliaeetus albicilla) 10 13 2
 3   1
White-tailed sea-eagle / Golden 








Eagle 1 1 1      
Unidentified birds 7 9,5   1  1  
 75 100 14 6 15 1 12 1
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Table 3. Measurements of bird bones (mm). Measured after von den Driesch 1976. GL – greatest length; L – length of meta-
carpus II; Lm – medial length; BF – breadth of the basal articular surface; Bb – basal breadth; Bp – breadth of the proximal 
end; Dp – diagonal of the proximal end (includes Tp for femur); KC – smallest breadth of the corpus; Bd – breadth of the 
distal end (includes Dd for ulna and carpometacarpus and Bb for coracoid); Td – depth of the distal end. Juvenile birds and 
small fragments are excluded from the table. 
3 lentelė. Paukščių kaulų matmenys (mm). Matavimai atlikti pagal Driesch, 1976. GL – didžiausias ilgis; L – plaštakos 
kaulo II ilgis; Lm – medialinis ilgis; BF – sąnarinio paviršiaus pagrindo plotis; Bb – pagrindo plotis; Bp – proksimalinio 
galo plotis; Dp – proksimalinio galo įstrižainė (šlaunikaulio kartu su Tp); KC – mažiausias kūno plotis; Bd – distalinio 
galo plotis (alkūnkaulio ir riešadelnio – ir Dd, varnakaulio – ir Bb); Td – distalinio galo gylis. Jauniklių kaulai ir smulkūs 
fragmentai į lentelę neįtraukti
Species Skeletal element Side GL L Lm BF Bp Dp KC Bd Td
Anser sp. Ulna dex        16,8  
Anser sp.
Phalanx proximalis 
digiti majoris dex 40,8         
Anser sp. Tarsometatarsus sin        19,2  
Anser sp. Tarsometatarsus dex     19,2     
Anatinae Coracoideum sin    20,1    19,1  
Anatinae Ulna sin     7,9 10,2 4,3   
Anseriform Tarsometatarsus dex       11,1   
Gallus gallus domesticus Coracoideum sin 52  50,6 10,9      
Gallus gallus domesticus Humerus dex 66,7    18,3  6,3 14,5  
Gallus gallus domesticus Humerus sin 64    18,5  6,5 14,4  
Gallus gallus domesticus Ulna dex        10  
Gallus gallus domesticus Ulna dex 63,7    7,9 11,4 3,8 8,5  
Gallus gallus domesticus Femur dex 79,3  74,1  16,3 10,8 7,3 16,6 11,9
Gallus gallus domesticus Femur sin 78,8    16,5 10,6 7,2   
Gallus gallus domesticus Tibiotarsus sin       5,8 10,7 10,4
Gallus gallus domesticus Tibiotarsus dex       5,7 10,1  
Gallus gallus domesticus Tibiotarsus dex       6,3   
Gallus gallus domesticus Tibiotarsus sin       6 11,3 11,4
Gallus gallus domesticus Tibiotarsus dex        10,4 10,5
Gallus gallus domesticus Tibiotarsus sin        11,7 12,3
Gallus gallus domesticus Tibiotarsus sin       6,6   
Gallus gallus domesticus Tibiotarsus sin 115,7  111   10,8 7,3 11,6 12,4
Gallus gallus domesticus Tarsometatarsus sin 83,6    14,3  7,4 14,3  
Gallus gallus domesticus Tarsometatarsus dex       7,4 14,3  
Gallus gallus domesticus Tarsometatarsus sin 72,6    13  6,5 12,3  
Perdix perdix Humerus dex        10,1  
Perdix perdix Tibiotarsus sin        6,9 6,3
Galliform Tibiotarsus dex       3,7   
Galliform Tibiotarsus sin       6,9   
Galliform Tibiotarsus sin       6,1   
Phalacrocorax carbo Tarsometatarsus sin 66,2      6,7   
Haliaeetus albicilla Ulna sin        17  
Haliaeetus albicilla Carpometacarpus dex 111,3 106,3   25,7   17,4  
Haliaeetus albicilla Carpometacarpus dex 115,3 111,1   26,1   17,8  
Haliaeetus albicilla Femur sin 127,3  120,9  28,2 17,1 14,2 29,1 21,2
Haliaeetus albicilla Femur dex 127  120,1  27,8 16,7  28,4 20,7
Haliaeetus albicilla Tarsometatarsus sin 101,4    24,8  13 28,4  
Haliaeetus albicilla Tarsometatarsus sin 101,6    23,3   26,3  
Eagle Ulna sin       9,7 16,8  
Aves Tibiotarsus dex       7,1   
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Geese and ducks
Generally, geese (Anser sp.) have been seen as expensive elite food with their bones found in the residences of 
wealthy people, e.g. castles and manors (Rumbutis et al., 2018, p. 109). Geese were probably used not only for 
meat, but also for feathers, fat, and liver (Tikk et al., 2008, p. 105; Serjeantson, 2009, p. 298–299). Usually, geese 
and ducks (Anatinae) have been the second and third most recorded birds in zooarchaeological material, like in 
the 14th to 16th century Vilnius Castle (Rumbutis et al., 2018, tab. 7; Blaževičius et al., 2012, p. 316) or in the 
medieval and early modern Viljandi Castle in Estonia (Ehrlich et al., 2020). However, in case of Klaipėda, eagles 
were the second most numerous group after the chicken, while geese and ducks were in the third and fourth po-
sition, respectively. Here a small sample size of only 75 bones might have distorted those proportions, because 
in a previous research regarding Klaipėda (although with a small sample size as well), geese and ducks have 
been in the second and third position among the listed taxa. For example, from the mid- and second half of the 
15th century castle, there were few chicken and goose bones (Bilskienė and Daugnora, 2001a, p. 255), and from 
the mid-16th to the second half of the 17th century town there were chicken, goose, and duck bones (Masiulienė, 
2009, p. 102–103).
Wild resources
Game animals and birds have been associated with people of higher social status in the Baltic region, and in 
Europe in general (Michael, 1970; Manning, 1993; Zarankaitė-Margienė, 2018; Piličiauskienė and Blaževičius, 
2018, p. 47–48; Ehrlich et al., 2020). Furthermore, historical records and isotopic data have shown that they were 
absent in the diet of medieval Prussian-Lithuanian peasants (Skipityė et al., 2020). For the Klaipėda Castle, it 
is known that the people provisioned themselves with game from Lithuania and Prussia (Žulkus and Daugnora, 
2009, p. 77). It is unknown where exactly the wild birds analysed in this assemblage originated from, but they 
were both from aquatic and terrestrial environments. The wild species represented were ducks, grey partridge 
(Perdix perdix), cormorant (Phalacrocorax carbo), and eagles; and the geese could be wild as well. It is known 
that among other birds, the partridges and ducks were hunted up until the 18th century on the Curonian Spit 
(Žulkus and Daugnora, 2009, p. 77). Among them, the grey partridge has been referred to as an expensive bird 
associated with the table of an upper class (Rumbutis et al., 2018, p. 103; Dambrauskaitė, 2018, p. 223–228) – 
this seems to apply also to other medieval castles like Vilnius and Viljandi, where its bones have been found 













Fig. 2. Proportion of the analysed bird 
taxa from the Klaipėda Castle. For de-
tails, see Table 1. Drawing by Freydis 
Ehrlich.
2 pav. Klaipėdos pilyje rastų paukščių 
rūšinė sudėtis. Detalesnė informacija 
pateikta 1 lentelėje (F. Ehrlich pav.)
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The eagles
In Klaipėda, eagles alone formed 23% of all analysed bird bones. Compared to the Vilnius Castle, where game 
birds, including the eagles, comprised only 1% (NISP = 2 out of the total 1355 bird bones; Rumbutis et al., 2018, 
p. 119, tab. 7), the difference is remarkable. As mentioned before, the percentage might be distorted because of 
the small sample size, but it is nevertheless informative. About half of the identified eagle bones belonged to the 
white-tailed sea-eagle (Haliaeetus albicilla). Another half was not clearly identifiable and was attributed to whether 
white-tailed sea-eagle or golden eagle (Aquila chrysaetos), and one bone might belong to smaller eagle as well. 
Both white-tailed sea-eagle and golden eagle have been present in other archaeological sites in the Baltic region. 
In Lithuania, for example, the golden eagle has been recorded in the Vilnius Castle, where two bones of a male 
individual (sternum and tarsometatarsus, unpublished data by Rumbutis and Piličiauskienė) were found from the 
14th–17th century material (Fig. 3.; Rumbutis et al., 2018, p. 211); the white-tailed sea-eagle has been found only 
in a few Stone Age sites (Bilskienė and Daugnora, 2000). In Estonia, the white-tailed sea-eagle has been present, 
for example, in Late Iron Age Pada cemetery and Iru hillfort, medieval Karksi Castle1, medieval and early modern 
Viljandi Castle, and early modern Viljandi suburb (Luik, 2003, p. 162, 166; Luik and Maldre, 2005, p. 269; Maldre 
1  Cf. white-tailed sea-eagle. Identification confirmed by Teresa Tomek (Institute of Systematics and Evolution of Animals, 
Polish Academy of Sciences) in 2016.
Fig. 3. Archaeological sites mentioned 
in the text, where the remains of the 
white-tailed sea-eagle and/or golden 
eagle have been found. Bone finds 
are marked with a red circle, pendants 
with a green triangle: 1 – Klaipėda 
Castle; 2 – Vilnius Castle; 3 – Karksi 
Castle; 4 – Kastre Castle; 5 – Viljandi 
Castle; 6 – Iru hillfort; 7 – Pada hill-
fort; 8 – Linnaaluste III settlement site; 
9 – Rakvere settlement site. Map data: 
Snazzy Maps and QGIS. Drawing by 
Freydis Ehrlich and Ragnar Saage.
3 pav. Tekste minimos archeologinės 
vietovės, kuriose rasta jūrinių ir (ar) 
kilniųjų erelių kaulų. Kaulų radimo 
vietos pažymėtos raudonu apskritimu, 
kabučių radimo vietos – žaliu trikam-
piu: 1 – Klaipėdos pilis; 2 – Vilniaus 
pilis; 3 – Karksi pilis; 4 – Kastre pilis; 
5 – Viljandi pilis; 6 – Iru piliakalnis; 
7 – Pada piliakalnis; 8 – Linnaaluste 
III gyvenvietė; 9 – Rakvere gyvenvietė 
(žemėlapio duomenys: „Snazzy Maps“ 
ir QGIS, F. Ehrlich ir R. Saage pav.)
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et al., 2018, p. 1233; Maltby et al., 2019, tab. 6.1; Ehrlich et al., 2020), while both the white-tailed sea-eagle and 
golden eagle have been present in Late Bronze Age Asva hillfort (Maldre et al., 2018, p. 1233). No data are known 
from Latvia – probably the bones of these two species are still undiscovered or unpublished. The material from 
Klaipėda is particularly interesting, because there were specimens with cut marks and one with pathology (Table 
2), providing information on the variety of how the eagles might have been used in the past.
Eagles as scavengers
Golden eagles are unlikely to live in urban settlements as they nest in the forests and on cliffs, well away from 
people (Mulkeen and O’Connor, 1997, p. 442; Holmes, 2020, p. 77). On the other hand, the natural occurrence of 
white-tailed sea-eagles overlaps with human habitation, which might be the reason why they are more abundant 
in the archaeological material than the golden eagle (Bochenski et al., 2016, p. 665; Holmes, 2020; Mulkeen and 
O’Connor, 1997, p. 441–442; Serjeantson, 2009, p. 376). White-tailed sea-eagles have known to be commensal 
at least since the beginning of animal husbandry, which provided them with carcasses to scavenge on (Serjeant-
son, 2009, p. 376, 378). For example, in Poland, a clear predominance of the white-tailed sea-eagle, also of 
goshawk (Accipiter gentilis) and sparrowhawk (Accipiter nisus), has been noted since the Middle Ages, which 
has been connected to the increased number of settlements and higher amount of human refuse (Bochenski et 
al., 2016, p. 665). In some countries, like in the Netherlands, the historical sources show that the white-tailed 
sea-eagle was seen as a pest: there were rewards for killing them and their nests were destroyed as soon as they 
started nesting (Zeiler, 2019). Similar explanation has been suggested for the eagle bones found in Novgorod, 
Russia (Hamilton-Dyer, 2002, p. 104). For Klaipėda, it remains unclear if eagles were killed as scavengers, but 
as discussed below, other explanations seem more plausible. 
Hawking
In hawking, mainly falcons and hawks are used, also other Accipitridae like eagles. The golden eagle is widely 
used for this sport in the open landscapes of Central Asia, but rarely in Europe (Serjeantson, 2009, p. 317; Bar-
tosiewicz, 2012, p. 183), and although the white-tailed sea-eagle is far less suited for hunting, it has been men-
tioned to be popular among falconers in Russia (Bartosiewicz, 2012, p. 183). Eagles could bring down animals 
as big as roe deer or wolf (Bartosiewicz, 2012, p. 183), but they are useful for hunting also small game, like in 
Poland, where white-tailed sea-eagles were used for hare hunting (Makowiecki and Gotfredsen, 2002, p. 77). 
However, in Lithuanian wooded lands, eagles would not be very suitable because of their size (Rumbutis et 
al., 2018, p. 121). Moreover, they would be too heavy to be carried on the fist, and therefore, smaller birds like 
goshawk, sparrowhawk, and falcon have been preferred in general (Prummel, 1997, p. 333). This seems to have 
been the case for Baltic area as well.
Historical sources about the 16th–17th century Prussia mention the most popular birds for falconry to have 
been the peregrine falcons (Falco peregrinus), who were caught from Curonian Spit near Klaipėda (Bezzen-
berger, 1889, p. 30). Therefore, it is possible that falcons were used in the 13th–14th century Klaipėda as well. On 
the other hand, in Vilnius, the most popular bird for hawking has been the goshawk. This is demonstrated by a 
well-preserved partial skeleton and hawking equipment found in the castle (Blaževičius et al., 2012; Rumbutis 
et al., 2018, p. 119, fig. 69). And from Estonia, there is a possible example of using sparrowhawks in the early 
modern Viljandi Castle (Ehrlich et al., 2020).
Feathers
In many archaeological sites, the white-tailed sea-eagle has been mainly represented by its wing bones, which 
has led to the idea of exploiting them for feathers. Feathers are known to have had a symbolic significance and 
they were highly desired in many cultures: feathers have been associated with qualities needed in hunting and 
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warfare and with the hope of the raptor’s qualities to be imparted to the arrow (Serjeantson, 2009, p. 186, 188). 
Another reason has been more practical. In several regions like Germany, Novgorod in Russia, and Denmark, 
it has been suggested that cuts on wing bones point to the extraction of feathers, which were then used for 
decorative purposes and arrow fletching (Mulkeen and O’Connor, 1997, p. 443; Hamilton-Dyer, 2002, p. 104; 
Gotfredsen, 2014, p. 372). Cut marks have also been recorded on the wing bones of eagles from Estonia, from 
the medieval castle of Viljandi (Ehrlich, 2018, p. 43).
It seems that not only slaughtered birds were exploited for feathers. They could have also been kept captive 
for that purpose. For example, a 16th century book from Poland suggests keeping the birds in a special basket in 
order to obtain feathers two or three times a year (Makowiecki and Gotfredsen, 2002, p. 77). Also, in the Middle 
Volga region in Russia, the eagles have been thought to have been kept captive in special aviaries for the use of 
feathers and ritual purposes (Galimova et al., 2014, p. 353).
Eagles could have been hunted for feathers in Lithuania too (Rumbutis et al., 2018, p. 123), although in 
Klaipėda, there were no cut marks recorded on their wing bones and thus their exploitation for this purpose 
remains unclear. However, the use for feathers cannot be ruled out, because the osteological evidence is scarce 
(only few wing bone specimens were present) or the feathers were deplumed from live birds, leaving no marks 
on the bones.
Cut marks, claws, and pendants
In the Baltic countries, eagle bones with cut marks and pendants made of distal phalanges – the claw bones – are 
relatively rare. They are known only from Estonia, while in Latvia and Lithuania they are probably still undis-
covered or unpublished.
In Estonia, eagle bones with cut marks on hindlimb have been found from the Late Bronze Age Asva hill-
fort, where phalanges and claws dominate, and to those with cut marks a ritual meaning or practical purpose 
have been attributed (Maldre et al., 2018, p. 1236). Cuts have also been recorded on tarsometatarsi of smaller 
Accipitridae from the Late Iron Age and Early Modern Period (Rannamäe and Lõugas, 2019, p. 72; Ehrlich et 
al., 2020). The above given examples might be related to separating talons from the legs and could therefore be 
indirect evidence for making pendants.
Eagle claws have their own meaning and their use for decoration and talismans has been widespread (Ser-
jeantson, 2009, p. 225). Raptor claws are larger and more distinctive than those of the other birds and they have 
been associated with power and hunting skill of the hunters (Serjeantson, 2009, p. 225). The claw bones have 
been found as parts of necklaces or as isolated finds in contexts where they appear to have been collected or worn 
(Serjeantson, 2009, p. 225). For Estonian Late Iron Age (800–1250), it has been suggested that wearing pen-
dants could have been more valued during the person’s lifetime and not in the afterlife, which is why pendants 
are sparse in graves, but more often present in settlement sites (Luik, 2010a, p. 50). Not only the distal, but also 
proximal and medial phalanges of birds of prey seem to have been worn or used as amulets, often carrying scrape 
marks from cleaning (Serjeantson, 2009, p. 226).
Several examples of claw pendants made from white-tailed sea-eagle bones are known from Estonia, all from 
the Late Iron Age: Linnaaluste III settlement site, Pada cemetery, and Rakvere settlement site (Konsa et al., 2003, 
fig. 4; Luik, 2003, p. 162; Luik and Maldre, 2005, p. 269; Maldre et al., 2018, p. 1233; Malve et al., 2020). Amu-
lets or ornaments made of white-tailed sea-eagle claws are also known from the Middle Volga region in Russia 
(Galimova et al., 2014, p. 353). It seems that in Estonia during the Late Iron Age, both domesticated species like 
the chicken and birds of prey like the white-tailed sea-eagle and osprey were valued for pendants (Jonuks and 
Rannamäe, 2018, p. 170). Important symbolic meaning of the eagles is also evidenced by eagle-headed handles 
from the late 12th or early 13th century Estonia, of which two are made of bronze (from Kolu and Otepää) and 
one of antler (from Lõhavere); similar handles have been found in Visby in Sweden, and Karjala, Ladoga, and 
Novgorod in Russia (Mandel, 2003, p. 63–64; Luik, 2010b, p. 130; Mäesalu, 2014, p. 26–29; Jonuks and Ran-
namäe, 2018, p. 174; Maldre et al., 2018, p. 1239).
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In the Klaipėda Castle, in total four eagle bones – two tarsometatarsi and two phalanges – had cut marks 
(Fig. 4; Fig. 5). It is important to note that in general, bones from the hindlimb dominated with as many as 72% 
(Fig. 6.). A large proportion of hindlimb elements is not a unique feature, the same has been noted in other 
archaeological sites in Europe (e.g. in Germany, see Mulkeen and O’Connor, 1997, p. 443). In Klaipėda, the 
abundance of hindlimb bones and cut marks on four of them could be an indirect evidence for extracting the 
talons. 
Other explanations for cut marks are also possible. Eagles have been suggested to have been eaten in pre-
historic northern Europe (Mannermaa, 2003, p. 19 and references therein), also in medieval Europe like in the 
12th–13th century Kána, Hungary (golden eagle tibiotarsus with cut marks; Daróczi-Szabó, 2014, p. 542), 15th–
16th century Kastre Castle, Estonia (femur of a white-tailed sea-eagle; Lõugas et al., 2019, p. 434, 437), and 
16th–18hth century Malbork Castle, Poland (coracoid of a cf. white-tailed sea-eagle; Pluskowski et al., 2009, 
p. 194, 211). Moreover, such powerful birds like eagles were included in cookbooks and might have been a 
“must” in characterising the imperial glory in England (Bartosiewicz, 2012, p. 184). However, for the eagles in 
the Klaipėda Castle, cut marks were positioned on bone elements poor in meat – tarsometatarsus and phalanges – 
which means that exploiting them for meat seems unlikely.
Fig. 4. Two tarsometatarsi with cut marks: A – tarsometatarsus of a white-tailed sea-eagle with cut marks on the lateral 
side; B – tarsometatarsus of a juvenile white-tailed sea-eagle/golden eagle with proximal-lateral part cut through. Photo by 
Freydis Ehrlich and Eve Rannamäe.
4 pav. Du pastaibio kaulai su dorojimo žymėmis: A – jūrinio erelio su įkartomis lateralinėje kaulo pusėje; B – jauno jūrinio 
erelio arba kilniojo erelio pastaibis nukirsta proksimalinio galo lateraline dalimi (F. Ehrlich ir E. Rannamäe nuotr.)
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Fig. 5. Two proximal phalanges of a 
white-tailed sea-eagle with cut marks: A – 
proximal phalanx with cut marks on the 
plantar side; B – proximal phalanx with 
cut marks on the lateral side. Photo by 
Freydis Ehrlich and Eve Rannamäe.
5 pav. Du jūrinio erelio proksimaliniai 
pirštakauliai su kirtimo žymėmis: A – 
proksimalinis pirštakaulis su įkartomis 
plantarinėje pusėje; B – proksimalinis 
pirštakaulis su įkartomis lateralinėje pu-
sėje (F. Ehrlich ir E. Rannamäe nuotr.)
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Fig. 7. Tarsometatarsus of a white-
tailed sea-eagle with a pathology: A – 
dorsal side; B – lateral side. Photo by 
Freydis Ehrlich and Eve Rannamäe.
7 pav. Jūrinio erelio pastaibis su pato-
logija: A – dorsalinė pusė; B – latera-














Fig. 6. Proportion of the analysed ea-
gle bones by skeletal element from the 
Klaipėda Castle. Drawing by Freydis 
Ehrlich.
6 pav. Klaipėdos pilyje rastų erelių kau-
lų anatominis pasiskirstymas (F. Ehr-
lich pav.)
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Pathologies
In the Klaipėda Castle, there was one pathological eagle bone: a white-tailed sea-eagle tarsometatarsus with 
pathological modification on the diaphysis (Fig. 7). It seems to be a case of healed bone fracture or some other 
trauma that has resulted in thickening of the bone (e.g. Gál, 2013, p. 219–223). Since bone reacts in a similar 
manner to most traumas, the exact cause here would be difficult to determine (Reitz and Wing, 2008, p. 171). 
A bird of prey with a fractured bone would not survive in the wild (Prummel, 2018, p. 470), and therefore, we 
could assume that the bird was kept captive. The same has been suggested for a case from medieval Staraya 
Ladoga, where a partial skeleton of a white-tailed sea-eagle showed pathological lesion both on carpometacar-
pus and tibiotarsus, and was therefore thought to have been kept captive in the settlement (Shaymuratova et al., 
2019, p. 104–106). In Lithuania, there are no other examples of pathological eagle bones, but there is an almost 
complete skeleton of a goshawk from the end of the 14th century Vilnius Castle with some broken bones and few 
signs of healing (Blaževičius, Kalėjiene, 2014; Rumbutis et al., 2018, p. 119, fig. 69).
Conclusion
The analysed material from the Klaipėda Castle reflects bird exploitation in the 13th–14th century Lithuania and 
provides new data for a further discussion on bird utilisation in the Baltic region. The study revealed new spe-
cies, which in Klaipėda had not been reported before, like the grey partridge, white-tailed sea-eagle/golden ea-
gle, and great cormorant. The overall proportion of the bird bones compared to other faunal remains (mammals 
and fish) was quite high compared to other contemporaneous castles – even 2.5% – which could be associated 
with the elite. Among the chicken, geese, ducks, grey partridge, and great cormorant that were associated with 
meat consumption, the geese, ducks, and grey partridge in particular were those interpreted as being part of the 
diet of the higher social status. Regarding chicken, it had been previously thought that breeding them in Klaipėda 
became common only by the mid-16th century, but the presence of juvenile bones in the studied assemblage sug-
gests that chicken might have been bred there already in the 13th–14th century.
The second most numerous group of birds besides chicken were the eagles. The use and meaning of the ea-
gles is strongly related to the nature of the remains. In Klaipėda, only disarticulated bones were present, suggest-
ing that the birds were used for a particular anatomical part. The domination of tarsometatarsi and foot phalanges 
further supported the idea of a specific use. Cut marks on those bones strongly indicate that birds were used for 
their claws. Using eagles for feathers or killing them as scavengers cannot be ruled out entirely either, but in 
Klaipėda, the use for hawking or meat seems unlikely.
Whether the eagle bones in Klaipėda could unambiguously be associated with activities by the higher social 
status, remains open. The overall archaeological context together with the rest of the faunal remains (including 
a relatively large proportion of game animals and the variety of species) seem to support that assumption. How-
ever, more analysis on the material from the medieval suburban and rural sites should be studied in order to see 
if the use of eagles could be expanded to other social strata as well.
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Erelių reikšmė Baltijos regione.  
Vokiečių ordino pilies Klaipėdoje atvejis (XIII–XIV a.) 
Freydis Ehrlich, Giedrė Piličiauskienė, Miglė Urbonaitė-Ubė, Eve Rannamäe
San t r auka 
Publikacijoje aptariamos faunos lieknos, surinktos 2016 m. vykdant Klaipėdos pilies šiaurinės dalies archeologinius tyrimus 
(1 pav.). Jų metu iškastas 1 598,5 m2 plotas ir aptiktos XIII a. pabaigos–XVI a. pradžios struktūros, iš kurių itin reikšmin-
gos – XIII a. pabaigos–XIV a. pradžios medinių pastatų bei kitų statinių lieknos (Zabiela, 2017; Zabiela et al., 2017). Jas 
galima sieti su šalia pilies besikuriančiu miestu ir pirmaisiais jo gyventojais (Ubis, 2018). 
XIII a. pabaigos–XIV a. pradžios sluoksniuose ir struktūrose buvo aptikti 2 439 žinduolių, 439 žuvų ir 75 paukščių 
kaulų fragmentai (1 lentelė). Naminiams gyvuliams priklausė 93 %, laukiniams gyvūnams – 7 % identifikuotų žinduolių 
kaulų, t. y. laukinių gyvūnų pilyje aptikta daugiau negu įprastai randama viduramžių piliakalniuose ir gyvenvietėse. Didesnė 
laukinių gyvūnų dalis yra būdinga vietovėms, kuriose rezidavo aukštesniojo socialinio statuso atstovai (Piličiauskienė, Bla-
ževičius, 2018). Beveik visos žuvų liekanos buvo gėlavandenių žuvų, tačiau du kaulai buvo stambių, greičiausiai nevietinės 
kilmės menkių ar menkės (Gadus morhua) skeletų liekanos. Minėti menkių kaulai yra prmosios šiuolaikinės Lietuvos 
teritorijoje aptiktos viduramžių jūrinių žuvų liekanos. 
Paukščių kaulų rasta palyginti nedaug – 75 vnt., t. y. 2,5 % visos zooarcheologinės medžiagos. Nors tai nėra daug, tačiau 
iki šiol buvo ištirta vos 40 Klaipėdoje rastų paukščių kaulų (Bilskienė, Daugnora, 2001a; Masiulienė, 2009), be to, Klai-
pėdos pilyje surinkta paukščių kaulų kolekcija išskirtinė – joje itin daug erelių kaulų, kai kurie jų – su kapojimo žymėmis. 
Todėl pagrindinis šio straipsnio tikslas ir yra aptarti, kam ir kaip ereliai buvo naudojami Baltijos regione viduramžiais.
Dauguma ištirtų kaulų priklausė vištiniams ir žąsiniams paukščiams, vienas individas buvo irklakojų būrio atstovas (2 
ir 3 lentelės, 2 pav.). Vis dėlto įdomiausia, kad nemažai kaulų priklausė vanaginių būrio paukščiams – ereliams. Daugiausia 
pilyje aptikta vištų kaulų. Vištos buvo populiariausias paukštis ir viduramžių Lietuvoje. Jauniklių kaulai rodytų, kad vištos 
pilyje turėjo būti ir veisiamos. Keletas kaulų priklausė patelėms, tai liudytų pilyje buvus ir kiaušinius dedančių vištų. Žąsų 
ir ančių kaulų rasta nedaug, pagal gausą jos užėmė trečią ir ketvirtą vietas, nors paprastai užima atitinkamai antrą ir trečią 
pozicijas, o daugiausia žąsinių paukščių yra aptinkama turtingesnių žmonių aplinkoje. Antri pagal gausą paukščiai Klaipė-
dos pilyje – ereliai. Laukiniai paukščiai ir apskritai laukiniai gyvūnai tiek Baltijos regione, tiek Europoje yra siejami su elito 
aplinka, o Klaipėdos pilyje laukinių paukščių kaulų rasta daug ir įvairių – ne tik erelių, bet ir ančių, kurapkų, didysis kormo-
ranas, laukinės galbūt buvo ir žąsys. Erelių kaulai sudarė net 23 % visų paukščių kaulų. Palyginimui – Vilniaus žemutinėje 
pilyje plėšriųjų paukščių kaulai apskritai sudarė vos 1 % paukščių kaulų (Rumbutis et al., 2018). Kiek daugiau negu pusė 
erelių kaulų priklausė jūriniam ereliui. Likusiųjų tiksliai identifikuoti nepavyko, jie jūrinio arba kilniojo erelio. Vienas kaulas 
priklausė mažesniam ereliui. Keletas erelių kaulų buvo su kapojimo žymėmis, vienas – su patologija (2 lentelė). 
Kaulų dorojimo žymės ir pažeidimai yra geriausios tiesioginės nuorodos, kam ereliai galėjo būti naudojami. Pirmiausia 
galima atmesti mažiausiai tikėtiną jų paskirtį – vargu ar pilyje rasti ereliai buvo skirti medžioklei. Mat su kilniaisiais ereliais 
Europoje medžiota retai, paprastai su jais medžiojama atvirose vietovėse Centrinėje Azijoje, dėl miškingų vietovių Baltijos 
regione šie paukščiai medžioklei visai netiko. Žinoma, kad jūriniai ereliai aplinkiniuose kraštuose (Lenkijoje, Rusijoje) 
kartais naudoti medžioklei, tačiau jiems taip pat reikia atvirų, o ne miškingų vietovių, tad sunkiai tikėtina, kad šie paukščiai 
galėjo būti skirti medžioklei. 
Ereliai taip pat galėjo teikti plunksnas. Plunksnos naudotos strėlių gamyboje ir kaip puošybos elementas, todėl gyven-
vietėse dažnai randama erelių sparnų kaulų su kapojimo žymėmis. Lenkijoje ir Rusijoje dėl plunksnų ereliai buvo specialiai 
laikomi nelaisvėje (Makowiecki, Gotfredsen, 2002; Galimova et al., 2014). Negalima atmesti, kad Klaipėdoje rasti ereliai 
sumedžioti ar laikyti būtent dėl plunksnų, juo labiau kad laikymą nelaisvėje rodytų ir rastas traumuotas erelio kaulas. Ti-
kėtina, kad ereliai galėjo būti medžiojami dėl pirštakaulių, iš kurių gaminti kabučiai. Kabučiai iš erelių nagų (distalinių 
pirštakaulių), o kartais ir pirmųjų bei antrųjų pirštakaulių vertinti kaip amuletai ir nešioti įvairiuose kraštuose, taip pat neto-
limoje Estijoje (Serjeantson, 2009; Luik, 2010a; Galimova et al., 2014; Konsa et al., 2003; Luik, 2003). Tiesa, Lietuvoje ir 
Latvijoje tokia tradicija iki šiol nežinoma. 
Klaipėdos pilyje keturi erelių kaulai – du pastaibiai ir du pirštakauliai – buvo su kapojimo žymėmis (4 ir 5 pav.), be 
to, kojų kaulai apskritai dominavo (72 %) tarp visų erelių liekanų (6 pav.). Didelė erelių kojų kaulų dalis, ant jų likusios 
kapojimo žymės ir įkartos rodytų, kad greičiausiai buvo naudoti erelių nagai. Dar viena galima erelių paskirtis – mėsa. 
Ereliai Europoje valgyti įvairiais laikais, tokius atvejus liudija kapoti jūrinių ir kilniųjų erelių kaulai iš Vengrijos, Estijos, 
Marienburgo ir kitų vietovių, patiekalai iš erelių buvo įtraukti į Anglijos diduomenės kulinarijos knygas (Mannermaa, 2003; 
Daróczi-Szabó, 2014; Lõugas et al., 2019; Pluskowski et al., 2009; Bartosiewicz, 2012). Tačiau Klaipėdoje buvo kapoti vi-
siškai menkaverčiai mėsos požiūriu kaulai – pastaibis ir pirštakauliai, tad jų nebūtų galima sieti su erelių darinėjimu, mėsos 
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ruošimu ar valgymu. Itin įdomu, kad vienas jūrinio erelio pastaibis yra su patologija – kaulas buvo arba lūžęs ir sugijęs, arba 
patyręs kitokio pobūdžio traumą (7 pav.). Plėšrūs paukščiai sulūžusiais kaulais gamtoje neišgyvena, tad paukštis turėjo būti 
laikomas nelaisvėje. Panašiai traumuoto jūrinio erelio skeleto dalis rasta Senojoje Ladogoje – manoma, kad paukštis taip pat 
laikytas nelaisvėje (Shaymuratova et al., 2019). 
Mūsų atlikti tyrimai suteikė žinių apie paukščių naudojimo ypatumus XIII–XIV a. Klaipėdoje, jų metu buvo identifi-
kuotos iki šiol Klaipėdoje nerastos laukinių paukščių rūšys – kurapka, jūrinis / kilnusis erelis, didysis kormoranas. Paukščių 
kaulų dalis tirtoje medžiagoje – 2,5 % – vertintina kaip nemaža ir būdinga elito gyvenamajai aplinkai. Be to, beveik visos 
aptiktos paukščių rūšys, tarp kurių gausu laukinių paukščių, yra sietinos su aukštesniojo socialinio sluoksnio mityba. Spe-
cifinė anatominė erelių kaulų sudėtis – vyraujantys apatiniai kojų kaulai – rodytų, kad nagai galėjo būti pagrindinis erelių 
eksploatacijos tikslas, nors negalima atmesti, kad ereliai medžioti kaip kenkėjai ir dėl plunksnų. Mažiausiai tikėtina, kad 
ereliai naudoti maistui ar auginti kaip medžiokliniai paukščiai. Neaišku, ar gausius erelių kaulus galima tiesiogiai sieti su 
Klaipėdos pilies elitu ir jo veiklomis. Šią teoriją palaikytų likusios zooarcheologinės medžiagos pobūdis – didesnė negu 
įprastai laukinių gyvūnų dalis ir didelė jų įvairovė, o tai yra būdinga diduomenės aplinkai. Vis dėlto reikėtų atlikti daugiau 
su elitu nesiejamų vietovių – kaimaviečių, miestų – zooarcheologinės medžiagos tyrimų, norint sužinoti, ar ereliai buvo 
naudojami ir kitų socialinių sluoksnių atstovų.
